
Waak Gravitational Lensing
I

The only things you really need to know from GR:

· Friedman equations
M 4GM

· Deflection of light: & I bc2 :
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Circularly symmetric lenses
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·Betsanlttofmassforsxtettifor interior
toit

Dis. M(81) - mass interior to 0.
⑦

-> Os =0 -

itsE
& ad(0 ⑦, =0-d

Graphical solution: i
-OI

-...Images
appear atthese radii

Einstein ring:If 0, =0 (observer-source - lens alignment)
AndOI =UCOI), then a g image is formed around source.

e.g. point mass 0 =0GOR =
4GMD

DosDanc
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Example:singular isothermal sphere (SIS) 4

What3d spherically -symmetric mass distribution esm) would hosta galaxy
witha flat rotation curve V(r)=Vaire?

Newton says Vic =GM(r)
r re

=>GM(r) =Va.
=>GMIsr) =4iGrier) =Vir

=>e(r) =
Varc.
HG r2

The projected surface density is
[(b) =8.e(132 +72) =g.Sen tanne

=a =oba velocity dispersion for isotropic vs.
2Gb

Ysis(b) =trd 51) =5. (rdrri
The deflection angle ofan SIS is independent of radius.



The critical density- 5

Our Einstein radius satisfies
8 =0-dis M(0E)

⑦E

> 1 =42;os Mk81) =4iG. DonDrs. M(<b)
⑦E C Dos πb

- [KEE)/Ecrit, Eirit*Gus
K

mean projectedphysical
surface density within OE

Every Einstein ring encloses averaged surface density(GE) =Ecrit!
For cosmological distances D - PHos

Ecritnite =3x10wIs(4.5x10"s)" =0.
4x 6.6741019'n52

=0.08 9/cm2
* We always know the mass inside an Einstein ring!

... BUT--.

* Only systems withELEcrit will cause "strong lensing"like multiple imaging
* Less than 0.1% of cosmological lines of sighthave enough density for SL



sub-critical circular lensing 6

· If your source is notclose enough to the lens center to be multiply imaged,
how can you tell it's lensed??

We can see G,buthave no clue of A, withoutremoving the lens!
· But the SHAPEof the source is also changed bylensing!

W

19 Consider a small circular source of diameter Os.
⑦

I ... =-Itmustfitin the same wedge after it'slensed.

05 is Its major axis will be a =AOs".Es

gataxy' We getits minor axis by differentiating the lens egin:
8, =0- d(01)

=- =b =d
The galaxy image is now elliptical with tangential elongation described by

U =a- b
= =- Sin limit&s R

a +b

... anditis larger and brighter by 1m
== M=
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Weak lensing "aperture mass"formula. gr

DLs. M(<0I)
Remember /101) =.DosDan OI

=>

=DMK = (01)/Ecrit
π)0Do)

de
=4con) - MKE) +1

dMk0 ↳dOI ⑦I ⑦I dOE

= - M8
+2A-(Yor).2lDon8Ihon)Dor8I) #YE

=Scit)- [x01) +25(1))
We then get

SHEAR: V
=
=
E(81) - [(01) =k(01) - k(01)

Ecrit

MAGNIFICATION: m
=2 [(0=)/Ecrit =2k(81)

K=E/Ecritis called convergence



Remarkably, these formulae work for arbitrarymass
distributions!

... if we average
around a circle

[Wo =k(81) - [K(81)]

⑬ \u)
=2(k(01))⑦I

We can use these formulae to measure the total mass profiles
of a single or collection of objects!



General 2d lensing formulae LENS
xYY
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...
!

.......

·

i-True source

&

X
e - Apparent image

With X =2d location on lens plane of observed posit. (OI: */o
X=position of mass on lens plane (0, =xon)
& (x) =surface mass distribution of lens

I =apparentId deflection angle

j(x) =44(d515-x
=- 44x(/dx'[/xIn/x-x1]

the apparentdeflection] is thegradient ofthe lensing potential 4

-(81) =4), 4G)=i/d,l inElErcrit
is(Ec



Convergence, shear 11

Consequences of J =5 4:

· The deflection field is curl-free:Xx2 =244 - ydx =0

· The lensing potentials deflection are defined by a Poisson-like equation

54 =0.8 =

5.fdk) In18-81]
=(d, k(0). 2nd -E
= 2K(E) =2 E(E)/Ecrit

· Since , =G1-(EI), the Jacobian of the lensing map I -Es can

be written as
↓- K-8, Uz

A =c = I -We 1- k +W, I
21 =Tr(A) - 2 =

- (24 +2Y4)
v, = - (224 - 244)
Vi

=

- 2wxby4
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·, =)"4)=

os)" is)or
U,

Est*
ru
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Shear is a "spin 2"quantity:
Ifthesource is circular (c=0), then an image will be elliptical.

in a,b =major/minor axes
↑

&

a

-
j B=position angle ofmajor

22
a - b

/ 2 = a+b
b -

I

e,(0r ex) =e.cOSIB
e,lorex) =e.sin IB

Lensing shear turns e =0 to (e,2) =(25,,252)

Coordinate rotations: Y
If a galaxy has (e.,2) in cordinates (x,y)

... and we have new cords (X,y') rotatedcan by o -X

... Then the shape le,,e?) in new cords is
↑4 x
x

(e) =1(
- or-

e! +ie!
=(e, + iez) ex4)-2i4) zwerests eggrigitte

... same for X,V2



Shear and magnification are the second derivatives of lensing potential d 14

With theBorn approximation we can calculate the lensing caused by
a 3dmass distribution glE,X) viewed alongX axis

IX isadistance to redshift z)
- We can add up the potential/deflections/shearlmag along thelos, remembering and

1 =E K18):fix elE,X=(*..ParDas-el,XdX,aEcrit

Let's convertthisinto an integral over redshift z, with a
=SHzL".

I
H(z)

:. = dt =aH d(1+z)" =aH (1+z)dz =

1dz
ClThe distance 4(z) has aX=cct = H

*atfree
... with overdensity (E,z)

=((8,z)/f(z) - 1 =f(8,z) =d(E,z)-mfrit(Hz)
In a flat universe, Dos:XsAs, DontX192, DistIXs-Xc) as

Es

KIE)=*Gen.t. (dz,xxx. E,z). (Itz2C H

Es

= ! dz;d(,z).m.
XalXsa
↳igkernel"



Wonderful weak lensing math 15

Es

KIE) =(dz, dE,z). (z,,z), =ohm.Xels-cXs Han
C

84 =2k

8 =04, V, = - 122-23)4 W = -(2x24)4
*

=0

· Knowing any one of14,8, (W,,Wn) or
4we can getthe others!

Easiestto see in Fourier space:if 4(E) =fd (e) ei-E
then ice)--rextey) FCE) E, =- (e-eg) F(e), EStL=-zextyse)

Measure pattern, geta mass map
d

· V.,U have a consistency relation because they are different 2 derius ofthesame t
26

xbyV,
=(24 - 64)Vz

=>The shear field is pure "Emode", its "B mode"mustbe zero.

This can happen SW) > 0 This cannot happen -(5x)
=

0

[8t3 - 0 required!
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Perpendicular/along the wave vector

,
17



2 pointfunctions oflensing
18

Using our (E) =(zd,) zs)
the Limber approximation tells us thatthe power spectrum of WL(shear or mag)
will be

Pale)
=(*dz,Polk =e/yn,z) ·TYz,)·

↑ ↑
measure this compare to this cosmological theory

Equivalently - measure 2-point correlations 3 oftheshear

Because shear has a components, there are multiple possible 5's,
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SHAPE

NOISE
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Galaxies are not intrinsically
circular!

Intrinsic shape e
==(21,1,21,2)

lez) =a-b
92 +b2

is altered by applied shear I

roughly (not exactly) as

Robs =EI +25

...
so the average shape ofgalaxies is

Seobs) =(E17 +2 =25
↓

aug intrinsic shape iszero in
an

isotropic universe!

shape noise!
A

If Var(ez,1) =Var(er,2) =0,then we estimate I =be, I aswe like big N!
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·Typically Oc
=

0.3-0.4

· RMS shear on z = 1line of sight:0.02

· If we wantto measure shear (and mass) power to 1%
accuracy

we need O
=Y? Ge

2

· N.() =dooz)" =106

...
andthis is optimistic for several reasons.

Weak lensing is a numbers game!
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⑧ Tyson, Valdes, Wenk 1990

Excess tangent alignment aroundmassive clusters
=300 galaxies in (blue) background

Single 1Mpix (CD
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Wittman et al 2000

Firstdetection (w/ others) of
"cosmic shear"correlations in random fields
105galaxies,
1.5deg
16 Mpix camera

8-
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Jarvis et al 2006
2x100 galaxies
75 deg
16 Mpix

=64 Mpix

I

Bmodes
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Kilbinger etal 2013, CFATLens

4 x 100 galaxies
154 deg
340 Mpix camera



Amon etal 2022 26

Dark Energy Survey Year 3
108 galaxies
4200 deg

Shear-shear correlations amany 4 redshiftbins.
500 Mpix camera

See also:

· Kilo-Degree Survey
· Hyper Suprime Cam Survey
All working on final
analyses.

· LSST:=16" galaxies.
=

18,000 sqdeg
2 Gpixcamera

· Euclid (Eso)
· Ruman(NASA)

space-based surveys.



Measuring Weak lensing
27

For a truly elliptical-shapedgalaxy, we have clear definitions ofa b

for a chosen isophate
a- b2 ? =e.e

=

a +b2

0 ... andwe know Le, =<ez7 =0 in absence of lensing
② ... andwe know exactly how WL W,Weck will affect e, ez, and r=b?

PROBLEM #1

For a not-elliptical galaxy, how would we define e,e, such that aandhotel?
Here's a solution:for galaxy withbrightness distribution I(x,y), define

My (dx(x -xa) I(x,y) IL Final Xa, such that Mx=My =0

My = ↓I

(y -yo)
"I (2) Define Mxx -My

(x -xc=(dx(x-xchly-ych]E(x,
ei =Mxx +M44 I

Test
e

2 MxyY sy-yo)" Oth/,st/2nd
Cz =

Mxx +M44 Profes
r2 =

Mxx +Myn
flux =fdx I(x,y) CENTRAL MOMENTS flux astpes.
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To see why:

-Uz
Recall A

=E=( 1 - k +W, I
- Setxo,y

=0 for both lenseduntenseal

(*) =A. (i) across galaxy

Fobs(XI,1) =Frre(Xs,Ys)

IMilous"(dY:FosX(Em*)(dYo,
=(A)dx,- Is). (Ax,(Axs
=(1-1-my. (dX, ItrelXs). AlX,Ys) AT

=(r- xrr). A (mit -linear transformations of
moments!



PROBLEM #2:We have to observe a blurred version of the galaxy, which
alters the size andshape!

Solution:need to know the count spread function (PSA) mery accurately and remove its effect
on e's. This is simple for our zud moments.

The observed image is the convolution ofthetrue (lenseal) sky image by the PSF:

Fobs,4):[Isi*9sxy:(ax' Ism!x,y7.4SF(X -X'
Ms =faxls*x" =faxdx' x" sn!x,y7.4SF(X -X' define x" =X -x

x
2
=(x+x")2

=(dx/dx"((x) =(x")" +2xx") Isky/') PSF/Y")

=SdEx'"Isay/xY·fdx"GSF/x") +fd Iscy/X·dx"GSFIx"/X")"
=M+flux. M* (since (axPsF(x) =1)

Mi
=M-MY*- we'just subtractaway thepsFmoments!

flux flux
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PROBLEM #3:Every image of the sky has noise in every pixel.
=>momentmeasurements are noisy.
=>e,2, r measures are my and biased

Indeed our moments acquire infinite noise because (dy goes to100!

Solution:use weightedmoments
2 some function withfinite area

Mxx =(dx I(x)x1 -T(x)

... alas, includingI breaks the nice relations btwn ez andWitz
andbreaks the property thatPSFsimply adds to moments.

Ittook almost25years after Tyson, Valdes Werk's 1990 paper
to develop a method thatmeasure 5 to I part per thousand

accuracy from galaxy images in presence of PSFandnoise.

see Bayesian Fourier Domain (BEI) methods (Bernsteinet al 2016)
Metacalibration, Metadetection (Huff, Sheldon,Mandelbaum,
"FPFS" ILi.Mandelbaum 2023)

Becker... papers 2020, 2017)



MOREPROBLEMS.SOLUTIONS 3)

· The detector gives us a pixelizedversion of the image
· Detectors are not strictlylinear recorders ofI(x)
· The PSFis a function of a butdetectors misy photory over range

ofM
into the image

· "Selection biases"exist - WL can make galaxies disappear from thesample!
· Blending - nearby galaxies can overlap. How do we know if this

has happened? How do we reallocate the photons
to the individual galaxies?

· Redshifts, we need to know the Es to make accurate theory
predictions of W. Butitis infeasible to measure

absorption emission lines' X's for 108 galaxies.
Photometric redshifts -

estimate z, to low recision butHe

&A bigtopic of its own!) very highcy using its
broadband colors -knowledge ofgalaxies.
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Figure 1. Cosmological constraints on the clustering amplitude, f8, (left) and (8 (right) with the matter density, ⌦m in flat-⇤CDM . The marginalised posterior
contours (inner 68% and outer 95% credible intervals) are shown for the DES Y3 + KiDS-1000 Hybrid analysis in pink and Planck Collaboration (2020) CMB
(TT,TE,EE+lowE) in blue. The yellow contours represent the Hybrid analysis of KiDS-1000 only and the green, of DES Y3 only.

Analysis j2
min #⇥ j2

red ? (j2
min |ae� )

DES Y3 288.3 4.6 1.07 0.192
KiDS-1000 88.3 7.1 1.30 0.048
DES Y3+KiDS-1000 378.0 9.6 1.12 0.068
⌃<a = 0.06eV 374.0 10.9 1.11 0.081
Shared IA 382.2 8.0 1.12 0.057
NLA (no z) 379.3 8.8 1.12 0.065
TATT 371.5 12.3 1.11 0.087
Dark Matter %X (:) 375.5 10.2 1.11 0.076

Table 3. Goodness of fit statistics for the Hybrid pipeline: the best-fit j2
min, the

e�ective number of free parameters, #⇥, the reduced j2
red = j2

min/a, where
a is the number of degrees of freedom, and the goodness of fit probability
? (j2 > j2

min |a) (see Section 2.7). The upper section reports results for
the fiducial analysis of the individual and joint surveys. The lower section
varies one aspect of the Hybrid joint-survey analysis: fixing the neutrino mass
⌃<a = 0.06eV, sharing the IA parameters between the two surveys, assuming
an NLA IA model without redshift evolution (no z), adopting the TATT IA
model, and using a dark matter-only model for the non-linear power spectrum,
%X (:) .

It is worth noting that the 0.6f o�set between the MAP751

and mean marginal value for (8 is expected from our analysis752

of E�����E��������2 mocks in Appendix E.2. This o�set753

reflects the significant skew in the marginal (8 posterior in754

addition to a potential bias that would arise from a projection755

e�ect when marginalising over a neutrino mass prior that is756

asymmetrical about the truth. For the rest of this paper we757

quote the mean marginal values for (8, referring the reader to758

Table 4 for the alternative MAP or maximum marginal metrics759

of the posterior.760

3.2. Fixing the neutrino mass density761

In our fiducial analysis we allow the neutrino mass density to762

vary. Following Planck Collaboration (2020), we investigate763

adopting a fixed neutrino mass with ⌃<a = 0.06eV, based764

on the minimum mass allowed by oscillation experiments,765

assuming a normal mass hierarchy (Capozzi et al. 2016). We766

find our constraints to be fairly insensitive to the choice of prior767

for ⌦a⌘2, similar to previous studies. Comparing the “DES768

Y3+KiDS-1000 ⌃<a = 0.06eV" analysis with the fiducial769

result, in Figure 2 and Table 4, we find the mean value of (8770

increases by 0.34f and the marginal uncertainty decreases by771

4% with:772

(⌃<a=0.06eV
8 = 0.796+0.016

�0.015 . (13)

In Table 4 we find that adopting a fixed neutrino mass brings773

the mean and maximum marginal estimates in line with the774

MAP. This behaviour is also seen in our mock analysis in775

Appendix E.2. For the fiducial Hybrid mock analysis, the776

bias in the marginalised (8 constraints relative to the input777

truth arises from the projection of a wide and positive ⌃<a778

prior, which is heavily skewed about the mock input value of779

⌃<a = 0.06eV.780


